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Modernize Your Resume Writing 
For this current GM of Operations, I wanted to Start with the Wow!—the details of his 25 years as a senior leader in 
the US Army. He served in multiple leadership roles, directed groups of 1,500+ employees, managed sizable budgets 
of up to $145M annually, and was responsible for up to $2B in assets (aircraft, vehicles, and equipment). 
 
Because the client is targeting global operations management positions, I Put His Objective in the Driver’s Seat by 
using the header, “Global Operations Leader,” which covered the general arena the client wanted to target. However, 
I recommended he tailor this section to the exact job title he would be applying to, so an employer immediately 
relates James to the position they are advertising. It’s a bonus to have the exact job title from the job description for 
applicant tracking systems (ATS) purposes. I also applied Write with Meaning & Power by starting each sentence 
with a “power verb” that enhances the strength of a resume.  
 
As with all resumes, I tried to Write Tight, Lean & Clean. Instead of listing out job duties I focused 100% on measurable 
achievements. I love working with military clients because their performance reports are full of great quantifiable 
information, especially at the leadership level. 
 
To Integrate Critical Keywords, I listed 8 primary keywords/phrases based on his targeted operations positions. 
However, I didn’t overload the keyword list because I wanted the primary focus to be on his accomplishments.  
 
Modernize Your Resume Format 
To best Showcase the Client’s Career with the Right Resume Structure, I chose a 2-column format, which I know is 
a little risky because some ATS systems can confuse information on the right versus the left side. However, because 
this client is primarily sending his resume directly, I chose to appeal to a human more so than a robot. To help 
ensure the Contact Information Popped, I used infographics that help the reader process information rapidly.  
 
In general, having adequate white space was my primary goal to Follow the Rules of Good Formatting and Page 
Design. I applied sufficient white space both in the overall page format and in between bullets. I think this helps 
relax the reader, so they don’t feel overwhelmed with information being jam-packed onto a page. 
 
To Improve Readability & Skimmability, I bolded quantifiable statements to help draw the reader's eye. Numbers 
that include $ amounts and % already draw the eye, and bolding key parts of the sentence enhanced that effect 
further. In order to Choose a Font that Fits, I applied Book Antiqua, which isn’t typically a recommended resume 
font but has a surprisingly elevated quality that stands out and is very readable. 
 
To help Prepare for the Complexities of Online Search, I captured the information both in an infographic for quick 
readability for a human combined with the same information in bullet points to ensure ATS conformance. 
 
Modernize Your Resume Design 
Because the client is targeting a leadership position, I Embraced Color & Graphics by using the psychology behind 
royal blue, which represents leadership and loyalty, attributes this client has in spades. I balanced the royal blue bold 
headers with more subtle sub-headers in a lighter blue. Simultaneously, because the client spent the majority of his 
career in the military, I wanted his civilian experience to stand out and Be Distinctive, so I used a bold orange style 
to describe his recent operations experience and chose to embrace both color and graphics to Capture The Reader’s 
Attention. Also, because Amazon was the company he was focused on, I matched their logo color of orange. 


